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Our Products

SafetyPads®
SafetyPads protect the entry point of 
equipment. They’re a cost-effective 
alternative to the typical caution tape 
method that is both time-consuming 
and less effective.

AerialJackets®
AerialJackets protect scissor lifts, control 
boxes and boom baskets from the elements, 
dust and debris. Constructed of heavy-duty, 
water-resistant material, our covers will keep 
your equipment looking great and protect 
your controls from damage. 

TireSocks®
TireSocks are used to protect finished 
flooring from scuff marks caused by 
rubber tires as well as residue from 
non-marking tires. TireSocks are 
constructed using heavy-duty fabrics 
and can be made to fit any size tire.

DripDiapers®
DripDiapers are a cost-effective 
solution for protecting finished 
flooring from fluid leaks. A heavy-duty 
absorptive pad in the center of each 
DripDiaper collects fluid that may leak 
from the chassis of equipment. 

CasterSocks®
CasterSocks offer a surface protection 
solution for the smaller wheels on 
dollies, carts, pallet jacks, hospital beds 
and other equipment.

TrackSocks®
TrackSocks are similar to TireSocks® 
but are used to protect finished 
flooring from scuff marks caused by 
rubber tracks. They are easy to install, 
durable and won’t slip off the track.

AerialShields®
Aerialshields are a cost-effective 
solution designed to shield your 
equipment from overspray, spills 
and splatters. This product is ideal 
for painting and drywall projects.

ForkSocks®

FaceSocks™ Extras

ForkSocks can prevent punctures, 
scratches and marks on lightweight 
materials and products. Constructed 
of heavy-duty material with a double 
reinforced toe, ForkSocks are durable 
and attach securely.

FaceSocks are non-medical face 
protection ideal for the construction 
industry and everyday activities 
indoors, outdoors, and travel. They 
are constructed out of 2-Ply athletic 
fabric for maximum protection with a 
comfortable soft fit and velcro closure 
without painful ear loops. 

Additional parts and components 
such as: DripDiaper pads, magnets, 
bungee assemblies and TireSocks 
brand t-shirts, hats and beanies.




